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WHAT IS CVPA AND WHAT DO THEY DO?
- A statewide political voice for the environment
- Elect environmentally responsible candidates to state and local offices
- Advocate for strong environmental policies
- Hold our elected officials accountable
- Strengthen laws that safeguard the health of our communities, the beauty of our state, and our economic future

Example of my work: Comment Period

Particulate Matter (Soot) Rule:
- Step 1: Read fact sheet on regulations.gov
- Step 2: Additional research to assess regulation
- Step 3: Consolidate information into "action alert intake form," elaborate on impact, relevant actors, and DEIJ implications

CVPA's Commitment to Environmental Justice
CVPA acknowledges the impact of environmental harm on marginalized communities and actively incorporates environmental justice initiatives in their work. For example, every comment period submitted includes a section dedicated to the impact of particular regulations on marginalized communities and assesses the diversity, equity, inclusion, and justice implications.